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XOV prepares to launch its
bank-grade digital payments
arm for cryptocurrency
LONDON, 6 February 2019
In an effort to allow anyone to seamlessly spend cryptocurrency, XOV is preparing to launch a new digital
payments arm to its business providing a fully decentralised card solution. Decentralised currency wallets
ensure complete control and security for the cardholder and their currency, with no centralisation
involved, and payments can also be made digitally using the new XOV Connect mobile application being
developed.
Slipstream aims to rival mainstream payment networks such as Visa and Mastercard using blockchain
technology, offering low fees to retail merchants, and by making the source currency irrelevant to the
transaction for the retail merchant. The payments network is scaled to deliver the most demanding
volumes, offering international delivery and fulfilment, and bank-grade security printing. Merchants are
also protected from chargebacks by customers as part of the service with no reliance on the Visa and
Mastercard networks.
Slipstream will offer a range of debit and credit cards to customers wanting to pay with cryptocurrency.
Cardholders will be offered a range of card benefits and rewards.
Slipstream is planning to launch its own microsite due for launch in March 2019. On it, it will allow retail
merchants and cryptocurrency communities to instantly sign up for their favourite currencies. Slipstream
has appointed Wesley Han as the Director of their Digital Payments Division, and are negotiating deals
with global entertainment and creative arts partners, and a range of other global merchants.
Additional product information will be available once the website is launched and pre-orders are now
being taken from cryptocurrency projects for inclusion into the Slipstream network.
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